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Current Interface Document Structure and 
Changes Proposed under CP1061 

This document illustrates the changes that are proposed to the current set of interface 
documents under CP1061- ‘Rationalisation of Interface Documentation’ (CP1061).  

1. Current structure  

The Balancing and Settlement 
Code (the ‘Code’) currently 
specifies the requirements for 
documenting interfaces between 
Parties and central systems. The 
Code requires that the interfaces 
between Parties and BSC Agents 
are defined in a ‘Data Catalogue’ 
(Section O). In addition the Code 
requires each report and the data 
items contained within that report 
to be detailed in a ‘Reporting 
Catalogue’ (Section V).  

The NETA Data File Catalogue (NDFC) currently contains all files for communication between 
BSC Agents and Parties (or their Party Agents) defined as a consequence of NETA by any of 
the central service providers other than the Supplier Volume Allocation Agent (SVAA). It does 
not include the SVAA interfaces, which are specified in the SVA Data Catalogue, and it does 
not include communications between central service providers. 

In most cases the NDFC outlines communications with BSC Agent services currently provided 
by Logica. As such, the majority of information within the NDFC is available in the Logica 
Interface Definition and Design part 1 (IDD). However, some communications are also 
included which are not within the scope of the IDD (for example Transmission Company 
flows/data items). The NDFC currently contains a detailed description of each report/data 
item (in most case this is a duplication of, and is derived from, information contained in the 
IDD).  

The Reporting Catalogue is currently a stand alone document which outlines the data items 
within each of the reports in Section V of the Code. The Reporting Catalogue also covers 
other items which are reported, for example Code parameters set by the Panel and available 
on the BSC Website.  

The Reporting Catalogue performs two main functions. Firstly, the Reporting Catalogue 
provides a high level summary of all the reporting requirements in the Code (the scope of this 
differs from that of the Data Catalogues, as it includes, amongst other things, BSCCo 
reporting and Panel set parameters). Secondly, the Reporting Catalogue provides a link 
between Code reporting obligations and data items (although actual flow references are not 
currently provided). Much of the information contained in the Reporting Catalogue is a high 
level duplication of information in the NDFC and IDD.  
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EXAMPLE: 

The current structure and the level of duplication are now illustrated via reference to the 
Energy Contract Volume Aggregation Agent (ECVAA) Notification Report.  

Code Requirement:  

Section V of the Code introduces the requirement for the ECVAA Notification Report as 
follows:  

ANNEX V-1: TABLES OF REPORTS: TABLE 3 – ECVAA REPORTING 

Name of 
report  

Frequency  Recipient General Description 

Notification 
Report 

End of each 
Settlement 
Day 

Relevant 
Party 

For each Contract Trading Party, a summary 
relating to that Contract Trading Party of 
Energy Contract Volumes and Metered 
Volume Reallocations in respect of accepted 
notifications for the given Settlement Day 
and indebtedness data once these 
notifications are taken into account 

Reporting Catalogue: 

In accordance with Section V of the Code the Reporting Catalogue contains details of the 
ECVAA Notification Report and the data items contained within the report as follows (It 
should be noted that this information is a high level summary of information contained in the 
Logica IDD Part 1): 
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NETA Data File Catalogue 

Section O of the Code introduces the requirement for interfaces between Parties and BSC 
Agents to be defined in a Data Catalogue. The ECVAA Notification Report is therefore defined 
in the NDFC. It should be noted that, for interfaces with Logica CSA the information 
contained with the NETA Data File Catalogue is derived directly from the IDD.   
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The Data Items in each report are also defined in the NDFC, the Credit Assessment Credit 
Volume is included here as an example.  
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Logica Interface Definition and Design Part 1 

The IDD contains the definition and design of all interfaces between BSC Agent services 
currently provided by Logica CSA and other systems. It includes the specification of file 
formats and structure of electronic files. Part 1 only contains details for interfaces which 
involve BSC Parties and their Party Agents. The IDD is published in both document and 
spreadsheet form.  
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The Data Items in each report are also defined in the IDD. 
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2. Proposed Structure 

The Code requirements for 
documenting interfaces between 
Parties and central systems would 
be unchanged.  

The NDFC would continue to 
contain all files for communication 
between BSC Agents and Parties 
(or their Party Agents) defined as a 
consequence of NETA by any of 
the central service providers other 
than the SVAA. SVAA interfaces 
(which are specified in the SVA 
Data Catalogue) and 
communications between central 
service providers would remain 
outside the scope of the NDFC. 

Information within the NDFC that is available in the Logica IDD Part 1 would be removed and 
replaced with an appropriate cross reference. For those communications which are not within 
the scope of the Logica IDD Part 1 no changes would be made (i.e. detailed flow information 
would remain).  

The Reporting Catalogue would be retained as a stand alone document. However information 
within the Reporting Catalogue available in the Logica IDD Part 1 would be removed and 
replaced with an appropriate cross reference. For those reports not within the scope of the 
Logica IDD Part 1 no changes would be made (i.e. the lists of data items would remain). The 
addition of flow references would provide a complete link between Code reporting obligations 
and defined flows and data items. 

Proposed changes to the interface document structure are now illustrated via reference to the 
ECVAA Notification Report.  

Code Requirement:  

No changes will be made to the Code requirements.  

Reporting Catalogue:  

In accordance with Section V1.4 of the Code the Reporting Catalogue would continue to 
contain details of the ECVAA Notification Report. However,  the list of data items currently 
contained in the Reporting Catalogue would be removed and this detail would be provided via 
an incorporative cross reference to the relevant flow definition within the Logica IDD Part 1 
as follows:   

4.1 Notification Report to BSC Parties, ECVNAs & MVRNAs  
For each Contract Trading Party, a summary relating to that Contract Trading 
Party of Energy Contract Volumes and Metered Volume Reallocations in 
respect of accepted notifications for the given Settlement Day and indebtedness 
data once these notifications are taken into account. This report and the data 
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items contained therein are defined in the Logica IDD Part 1 (Reference 
ECVAA-I014). 

NETA Data File Catalogue: 

The requirements within Section O of the Code for interfaces between Parties and BSC 
Agents to be defined in a Data Catalogue would be unchanged. Therefore, the ECVAA 
Notification Report would continue to be referenced in the NDFC, however duplication of the 
detailed flow information would be removed and replaced with an incorporative cross 
reference to the IDD.   

 
File Ref. File Name  From  To  Defined in  
E0141 ECVAA-I014: Notification 

Report 
ECVAA BSC Party 

ECVNA 
MVRNA 

Logica IDD Part 1 
(ECVAA-I014) 

Logica Interface Definition and Design (IDD) Part 1 

No changes would be required to the definition of interfaces within the Logica IDD Part 1. 
However, as a consequence of the inclusion of incorporative cross references in the NDFC 
and the Reporting Catalogue, relevant sections of the IDD would effectively become part of 
the NDFC/Reporting Catalogue (NB: only the particular sections of the IDD that are directly 
referred to would gain this status i.e. the detailed flow information). As a result of being 
included in a Code Subsidiary Document, the relevant sections of the IDD would be required 
to comply with section 3.1 of the Code, which sets out change management procedures for 
Code Subsidiary documents. The impact of this is minimal as the IDD is currently a 
configurable item and subject to the same change management procedure as a Code 
Subsidiary Document. 
 


